
Run no:- 1691, 9 July 2014 

Hare:- Senator and Pork Finder 

Location:- Sukhumvit 63 

Scribe:-  

12 Harriettes, 9 Harriers, 1 Visitor - Female, 22 Total 

It’s wet, it’s a city run, and do we go? Of course when two of your best buddies are the hares!! Well 

that’s what Pink Panther said to me and along with about 20 others we braved the elements and 

pollution for a great afternoon and evening of hashing. 

On arrival at the run site (at the restaurant on the corner of soi 63 and Sukhumvit rd) we were greeted 

by the unholy site of some ancient farang tosser who should have been “tits of the week” (more on that 

later) doing push ups in the car park to impress the young Harriets. 

It was great to see a few familiar faces and the odd returner mingling in the ensemble that had 

gathered for the run. And of course the lovely nibbles collecting the cash, and who sneakily ambushed 

me for this write up. What could I say when she put it so nicely? 

At the appointed hour the skies cleared, the senator gave us a lengthy summation of the markings of 

the day (you’d think after all these years we’d know them by now) and the pack was called ON ON. 

Over 63 up Sukhumvit and across the road to a large loop around soi 36/38 and across to Rama 4. A 

couple of good checks really kept the pack together as we made our way through small and large back 

sois, sub sois and more sois.  Lots of new condos mixed with large homes and small communities and 

the odd factory. What else can you say about a city run!! 

But no dogs. 

As we hit Rama 4 the purists were lured by the hares trickery to cross the road only to be met by a 

short cutting pink panther and his aussie mate about a kilometre down the road when they were forced 

to re-cross it. There shortcutting buggers had come from back markers to front runners, in the space of 

a 5 minute passage. Nice work Senator! 

But there is a just God! The short cutters were caught when they tried the same stunt only 50 metres 

further on when they stayed on Rama 4 rather than trying to solve a good forward check  that took 

them back into the small sois between 38 and 40, which would have saved them a long walk home. 

Around the corner the Ekamai BTS station is in view and ON IN chalked on the ground. 

A great 1 hour city run without much pollution and no incidents. 

Back at the car park a few beers were consumed as returners shared tales of the time away from the 

hash, and otherwise caught up with old friends and  latecomers appeared, who had not run the hash, 

including Trish Morgan and her daughter who turned up to say good bye – this was to be their last 

ever hash in Bangkok, before returning home, after 20 plus years living here, on and off. 

And the circle. Down downs for the hares, the returners, the visitors and the sinners all under the 

control of the grand mattress. And the RA did her thing bringing the hares in for another drink until 

some “German tosser” took control of the circle and promptly gave the grand mistress a down despite 

howls of protest from the crowds. Where was the little man of “it never happened in my time” fame to 

bring order and respect to a circle? 

And finally TITS OF THE WEEK. It should have been, but was not the push up wanker. Four 

candidates but this guy was it – his antics had earned him the title, no ifs, not buts, he was a lay down 

misire!!! 

Well that is until along comes Boob-a-Lube. This guy hijacked the entire circle and process of getting 

the push up tosser lined up for the title. 

I am not sure who was to blame either the aussie returner or Boob-a-Loob but the aussie nominates 

this guy whilst KC is off getting a beer with Ambrose. And Ambrose comments that being away from 

the circle at this point of the proceedings is “BEST PRACTICE” to avoid the tile, to which KC agrees. 



With 4 nominations for the title in the circle, KC returns to the circle and I hear him and the aussie 

have a chat about the nominations.  And I don’t know what transpired next but KC has some form of 

brain snap and charges into the circle to announce to the RA more charges for the push up wanker, but 

he only he repeats the original charge. The circle erupts, the RA dismisses all four contenders for the 

title and without any hesitation announces that KC is “TITS OF THE WEEK”. 

There is unanimous support for the RA’s decision and Boob-a-Loob's protests, only add to his misery. 

But he did manage to offload some of the misery to his aussie mate who was dragged into the circle 

for the down down that followed. 

Our thanks to the Senator and Pork Finder for a great run made more enjoyable by an entertaining 

circle and a superb On On On,  paid for by the hare.      

    

 


